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ABSTRACT 
 
Sir William Garrow once said, “Innocent until proven guilty”. This statement has been followed in every legal aspect. But is 
the statement true as it seems? Sometimes an innocent person is landed as guilty of the crime he never committed, due to his 
admission of committing the crime in front of the authorities. These misleading statements are provided under pressure, threat, 
undue influence from others or by any other means. The confession statement costs an innocent his entire life. This paper will 
focus on such matters which showcase that innocence can’t be proven by anybody in any matter even if their statement states 
otherwise.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Confession evidence is undoubtedly one of the best pieces of evidence of guilt under the 
criminal justice system. What is more evident than the confession of the guilty of his crime 
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unless the confessing statement is false in nature? Even though the justice system is precisely and 
advently made, there can be some flaws in it as well. The existence of false confession is 
worldwide. This kind of confession is obtained by legal authorities from the suspect through 
unconstitutional methods. Such methods include threats, undue influence, polygraph tests, brain-
mapping, narcoanalysis, etc. Sometimes the lower intelligence quotient of the suspect makes 
them confess the crime under pressure or threat.  
The importance of a confession in a crime is as much as the forensic evidence (like: - DNA 
Analysis, Fingerprint Report, Blood-Spatter Analysis, etc). In most of the cases, the confession is 
only considered valid, only if it collaborates with the autopsy report and the circumstances of the 
crime scene. But in some cases, the connection between the confession and the crime is brought 
out by the authority and the information is fed to the suspect, thus leading their 
statement/confession to collaborate with the circumstances of the crime. The most appalling 
point is that even though confession plays a major role in criminal justice system, it hasn’t been 
defined in any codified law in the world except in Police and Criminal Evidence Act1 where the 
criteria of getting an admissible confession for the court have been laid out. But without a proper 
definition, how can ‘confession’ play an important role in giving justice? 
 

II. DEFINITION 

 

Even though the term ‘confession’ has not been defined under any codified law, it has been 
provided with some meaning by the dictionaries and cases.  
As per Merriam Webster2, the term ‘confession’ means, “a written or oral acknowledgment of guilt by a 
party accused of an offense”. 
As per Lexico Dictionary3, the term is defined as “A formal statement admitting that one is guilty of a 
crime”. 

As per an Indian case, Pakala Narayana Swami v. Emperor4Lordship Atkin stated that “ no 
statement that contains sell exculpatory matter can amount to a confession, if the exculpatory statement is of 

                                                             
1Police and Criminal Evidence Act, 1984 (HMSO 1984). 
2“Confession” (Merriam-Webster) <https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/confession> accessed September 
29, 2019. 
3“Confession: Definition of Confession by Lexico” (Lexico Dictionaries | English) 
<https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/confession> accessed September 29, 2019. 
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some fact which if true would negative the offence alleged to be confessed. Moreover a confession must either 
admit in terms the offence, or at any rate substantially all the facts which constitute the offence. An admission 
of a gravely incriminating fact, even a conclusively incriminating fact is not of itself a confession”. 
In U.S. Supreme Court, Miranda v. Arizona5, it was stated that, “confession could not be admitted as 
evidence, and established the rights of persons accused of crimes”. 
In U.K.’s Police and Criminal Evidence Act, 19846the term has been defined as, “includes any 
statement wholly or partly adverse to the person who made it, whether made to a person in authority or not and 
whether made in words or otherwise”. 
In Canadian common law, confessions are derived directly from English decisions and legal 
principles.7 
 

III. PRINCIPLE OF QUID PRO QUO 

 

In most countries the principle of quid pro quo is followed in the criminal justice system. The 
doctrine of quid pro quo is a Latin term for ‘Something for Something’.8 This particular principle is 
followed in the justice system to get information or confession of the crime from the guilty.This 
principle is used in interrogation and in different procedures laid down to get a confession from 
the suspect for guilt of crime, where if the suspect confessed to the crime, he will most probably 
get less charged for the guilt of the crime. But this principle also has its downfalls, because it 
leads to pressuring a suspect for the crime they most probably didn’t commit, since sometimes 
the interrogation procedures required for a valid confession leads to unintended threat or 
pressure to the suspect by the authorities.  

                                                                                                                                                                                             
4AIR (1939), 41 BOMLR 428; (Pakala Narayana Swami vs Emperor on 19 January, 1939) 
<https://indiankanoon.org/doc/516808/> accessed September 29, 2019. 
5US Legal, Inc, “Confession Law and Legal Definition” (Confession Law and Legal Definition | USLegal, Inc.) 
<https://definitions.uslegal.com/c/confession/> accessed September 29, 2019. 
6Police and Criminal Evidence Act, 1984, S.82(1). 
7“Confession (Law)” (WikipediaSeptember 1, 2019) <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Confession_(law)> accessed 
September 29, 2019. 
8“Quid Pro Quo” < https://legal-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/quid pro quo> accessed September 29, 2019. 

http://www.freelegalhelp.ca/evidence.html#toConfessions
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There have been cases in which such promises had been made to the suspect which is unlawful 
in nature. It is illegal for any authority to make any kind of promise or threat to the suspect to 
get a confession.9 
The quid pro quo is an important principle but it has to be used with effective measures. The 
increase in the rate of false confession is significant; the growth of the victims of false confession 
is humongous and has reached the heights of unlawful means from lawful authorities, to deliver 
‘justice’ even if it will lead an innocent behind the prison.  
 

IV. STATISTICS OF FALSE CONFESSIONS 

 

The statistics of victims of false confessions has grown in quite an extensive scale worldwide. 
The recent study conducted by the University of Michigan and Northwestern University law 
schools, on false confession provided its data under the name of National Registry of 
Exoneration concluded ‘Around 73% of false confession in Homicide cases’.10 
In the Wall Street Journal, it was reported by Zusha Elison, ‘Around 38% victims of false confession 
are below 18 years of age; 11% victims are adults which in numbers is 1,155 individuals who were wrongly 
convicted and later cleared with all charges’.11 
A 2011 study published in Law and Human Behaviour by Jennifer T. Perillo and Saul M. Kassin 
of CUNY’s John Jay College of Criminal Justice12, reported the highlights of their test as 
follows:- 
 

“In the first experimental group, 43 of 71 participants admitted to the experimenter that they had 
pressed a computer key that they were directed to prevent from doing so; an additional 10% admitted to 
pressing the key to a study observer. A second experimental group testing subject responses to cheating 

                                                             
9“COLUMN ONE : Getting Suspects to Confess : How Far Can Police Go? Hardball Tactics Are out but Using  
Forgeries and Lies Can Be OK, under the Rules of Interrogation. Some Defense Lawyers Fear Even the Innocent 
Can Fall Victim to Such Deception.” (Los Angeles TimesSeptember 21, 1995) 
<https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1995-09-21-mn-48363-story.html> accessed September 29, 2019. 
10Weigel M and Wihbey J, “False Confessions, New Data and Law Enforcement Interrogations: Research Findings” 
(Journalist's ResourceApril 3, 2015) <https://journalistsresource.org/studies/government/criminal-
justice/interrogation-lie-bluff-false-confession/> accessed September 29, 2019. 
11Ibid. 
12 Ibid. 
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charges produced nearly the same percentages of false confessions. The second experimental group, 94% of 
participants expressed some degree of certainty in their own innocence: 24 (73%) were completely certain, 
7 (21%) were somewhat to mostly certain; 2 (6%) said they were somewhat certain of their guilt. Despite 
the fact that most participants knew they were innocent, however, a majority agreed to confess. In the 
second experimental group, 75% of those who confessed in the bluff condition explicitly cited the bluff as 
the reason for that decision. Reasons cited for the confession included wanting to finish the study and 
feeling sorry for the experimenter”.13 
 

The study was to understand how victims reacted to accusations and lead to a false confession. 
The study concluded that the majority of the people in the group were innocent and were made 
to believe that they did the act which was restricted to do.  
According to the study of the Innocence Project, 30% of all DNA exonerations involve false 
confessions as well as the study by the National Registry of Exonerations estimated 182 out of 
1432 known exonerations involved a false confession as a contributing factor.14 
A report by Law professor Richard Leo of University of San Francisco of California, stated that 
‘20% of the U.S. suspects invoke their rights of self incrimination, to appear co-operative’.15 
The growth and existence of false confession leads to different measures to avoid any such 
circumstances under the codified laws recognized globally. 
 

V. PERSPECTIVE OF DIFFERENT COUNTRIES 

REGARDING FALSE CONFESSION 

Every country has their own legal concept on confessions which the following subdivisions will 
discuss: 

                                                             
13Ibid. 
14Henry JS, “The Truth About False Confessions” (HuffPostNovember 22, 2014) 
<https://www.huffpost.com/entry/the-truth-about-false-con_b_5857094> accessed September 29, 2019. 
15StarrJun D and others, “This Psychologist Explains Why People Confess to Crimes They Didn't Commit” 
(ScienceJune 14, 2019) <https://www.sciencemag.org/news/2019/06/psychologist-explains-why-people-confess-
crimes-they-didn-t-commit> accessed September 29, 2019. 
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A. USA 

In the past 30 years of the United States, more than 12% of the conviction turned out to be of 
wrongful nature due to false confession. The techniques that US authorities mostly follow to get 
confession consist of polygraph tests which were introduced in 1962 by John Reid, and 
confrontational tactics introduced by Prof. Fred Inbau. These two techniques have been claimed 
to provide 85-90% of success rate. But, it has also been criticised by law enforcement to provide 
false confession from the suspect.16 
In the US, it is valid for police to lie about the evidence and use coercive methods during 
interrogation, which subjects them to hours of verbal abuse, mental and physical exhaustion, 
resulting in the suspect confessing as it will be the only way to end the whole process.17 
Half the states in the US had taken preventive steps to avoid any false confession by recording 
the custodial interrogation. Even in 2017, the US police authority announced it will not be 
utilizing the polygraph test as a part of their evidence. In a recent study, it was concluded that, 
30% of the false confessions are from Illinois state, as well as, 70% of the victims of false 
confession were mentally disabled or were suffering from intellectual disability.18 Since the states 
of the US have their own codified laws, many states have taken up preventive methods by 
recording the interrogation and few more have taken judicial actions regarding the same.  

B. UK 

Unlike any other recognized codified laws, the UK had established the meaning of confession 
under their Police and Criminal Evidence (PACE) Act, 1984. Apart from recognizing the illicit 
methods used by authorities in interrogation, it has also recognized sleep deprivation and low 
self confidence as an influence leading to false confession.19 The PACE had mandated the audio 
recording of all the confessions by the suspect and provided the right of legal representation of 
the suspects as well as limiting their detention on charges. A programme namely PEACE had 

                                                             
16Al Jazeera, “Coerced to Confess: How US Police Get Confessions” (USA | Al JazeeraMarch 20, 2019) 
<https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/coerced-confess-police-confessions-190313080319051.html> 
accessed September 30, 2019. 
17Hall TL, The U.S. Legal System (Salem Press 2004). 
18Ohlsen S, “False Confessions: Examining What Increases the Odds of Wrongful Conviction” 
<https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/392a/b00cad27b7afb5d483913f4971ab81fd22f9.pdf> accessed September 30, 
2019 
19“Suspects Confess to Crimes They Didn't Commit - Here's Why” (Napier) <https://www.napier.ac.uk/about-
us/news/suspects-confess-to-crimes-they-didnt-commit-heres-why> accessed September 30, 2019 
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been organized with the help of psychologists to train senior police officers for conducting an 
interrogation.20 
Unlike US laws, police in the UK are not allowed to lie to their suspects, under any 
circumstances. The laws in the UK had recognized the importance of skilled police officers to 
conduct interrogation to avoid any circumstances leading to false confession.  

C. Canada 

The Canada laws are different from the US in some aspects. Here the police are allowed to lie in 
interrogation to get a voluntary confession from the suspect, but it is upto the verdict of the 
judge to decide whether the confession is considered voluntary based on the circumstances of 
the interrogation.21 
The Canadian law, allows the verdict of the supreme court to ensure the admissibility of the 
confession in the case based on the circumstances; the interrogation is recorded and represented 
to the court, and if by any means the court finds the confession to be stated under pressure or 
the vulnerable nature of the suspect lead him to confess the crime he didn’t commit, then the 
confession will not be considered valid in the court.  
Canada uses the procedure termed as ‘Mr.Big’22, in which undercover police officers evoke 
confessions from suspects in unsolved cases. The confession is gained by the undercover officer 
by making a fake criminal organization and gaining the trust of the suspect. The confession 
under this isn’t considered as false confession, since it doesn’t involve any kind of pressure on 
the suspect to gain confession, but the fear of safety might lead the suspect to false confession.23 
 

                                                             
20“How the UK Police Interview Suspects” (Innocence ProjectDecember 21, 2012) 
<https://www.innocenceproject.org/how-the-uk-police-interview-suspects/> accessed September 30, 2019. 
21“Canadians Are Sometimes Pressured to Confess to Crimes They Didn't Commit” (CBCnews) 
<https://www.cbc.ca/passionateeye/features/canadians-are-sometimes-pressured-to-confess-to-crimes-they-didnt-
commit> accessed September 30, 2019. 
22“Mr. Big (Police Procedure)” (WikipediaJuly 13, 2019) 
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mr._Big_(police_procedure)> accessed October 1, 2019. 
23“Causes of Wrongful Convictions” (Innocence Canada) <https://www.innocencecanada.com/causes-of-wrongful-
convictions/#ftn3> accessed October 1, 2019. 
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D. India 

The term ‘confession’ has not been defined under any codified law in India, including Indian 
Evidence Act, 1872 and Criminal Procedure Code, 1974. But it does provide a proper procedure 
to get an admissible confession from the suspect for the court. The confession to the police 
during interrogation is not considered as a valid confession under section 25.24 Under Section 
164 of Criminal Procedure Code, it has clearly stated that for a valid confession, it must be 
recorded in the presence of Metropolitan Magistrate or Judicial Magistrate along with the 
advocate of the accused of an offence.25 
The Indian laws put the duty of gaining a valid confession under Magistrate rather than police 
officer. Also, it provides full freedom to the accused to confess an offence. By providing the 
power to the Magistrate, it will be the court of law which is preventing any chances of false 
confession which can occur in police interrogation. 
 

VI. COMPLICATIONS DUE TO FALSE 

CONFESSION 

 

The identification of the nature of confession, whether true or false, is essential to protect the 
innocent against wrongful conviction as well as to maintain the legitimacy of the criminal justice 
system. Wrongful conviction itself is a disgrace to the criminal justice system. It is violating the 
basic principle of the justice system, i.e., the protection of an innocent. The criminal justice 
system spend time and their resources at the time of investigation, the trying and conviction of 
the suspect26; if the conviction happened to the innocent, the whole burden then lies on the 
system to find the actual offender. Another burden of wrongful conviction lies on the defender 
to prove the circumstances created by the respective authority that lead the suspect to confess 
the crime he didn’t commit. 

                                                             
24Ranchhoddas R and Thakore DD, The Indian Evidence Act (Bombay Law Reporter Office 1919). 
25Ahmad E, The Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973: (Act No. 2 of 1974): Alongwith State Amendments (Ashoka Law House 
1984). 
26Preston O, “Applying Deception Detection to True and False Confessions: A Novel Approach to Conducting 
Experiments in Legal Psychology”. 
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Another complication is the mental and physical trauma the suspect had faced due to the 
wrongful conviction. The trauma faced by such victims leave a mark in their lifestyle when they 
are freed from the charges.  
The main essential of a true confession is its collaboration with the circumstances of the crime 
scene and other evidence; so the question that arises is how can a situation lead to false 
confession and its collaboration with the crime scene? 
 

VII. SITUATION LEADING TO FALSE CONFESSION 

 

Why would a crime be admitted by someone who is innocent? Research briefs us that there is no 
obvious solution because there are several distinct psychological variables that can cause 
somebody to make a false confession.27 
As per the study conducted by Prof. Saul M. Kassin of William College, there are three different 
types of false confession which are done based on its circumstances, which are discussed further. 

 

A. Voluntary False Confession 

 

This kind of confessions is given without any outside influence. It has been noted that people 
who voluntarily provide false confession either want to become famous or are 28mentally 
disabled. But there are also circumstances where the person is trying to protect the actual 
criminal by falsely confessing to the crime.  

                                                             
27Montaldo C, “Why Do Innocent People Make False Confessions?” (ThoughtCoApril 2, 2018) 
<https://www.thoughtco.com/why-innocent-people-make-false-confessions-972222> accessed September 30, 
2019. 
28Hollingsworth G, “Voluntary Confessions” (LegalMatch Law LibraryJune 25, 2018) 
<https://www.legalmatch.com/law-library/article/voluntary-confessions.html> accessed September 30, 2019. 
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B. Complaint False Confession 

 

Complaint false confessions are one of the types of coerced confession. Such confession is done 
by people either to escape from bad situations or to avoid real/implied threat.29 These 
confessions are made due to immense pressure on the suspect at the time of interrogation so 
that to avoid any further questioning, he confesses to a crime which he hasn’t committed.  
 

C. Internalized False Confession 

 

Internalized False Confession happens to make the suspect believe that they were the participant 
or in fact had committed the crime, by the respective authority during the time of interrogation. 
The suspect confesses guilt to the crime even though he has no reconciliation of the crime.30 
Such types of confession are usually made by youngsters and highly suggestible individuals. It 
can also be made when the suspect is tired and confused by the interrogation or is exposed to 
false information by interrogators. Under this type of confession, the suspect can also feel 
threatened by the authority which leads them to false confession and further to false conviction. 
 

VIII. CASE STUDY 

 

False Confession has come into notice in different countries due to different cases. The 
following are few cases which showcased false confession. 
 

                                                             
29Woody White Law PLLC, “3 Main Types of False Confessions: Woody White Law Firm PLLC” (Woody White Law 
PLLCNovember 6, 2017) <https://www.woodywhitelaw.com/blog/2017/01/3-main-types-of-false-
confessions.shtml> accessed September 30, 2019. 
30“Internalized False Confessions - Web.williams.edu” 
<https://web.williams.edu/Psychology/Faculty/Kassin/files/Kassin_07_internalized confessions ch.pdf> accessed 
September 30, 2019. 
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A. US 

1. Brendan Dassey v. Michael A. Dittmann31 

 

This case was held in 2007, for the rape and murder of Teresa Halbach. It was an open and shut 
case, based on the detailed confession provided by a 16 year old Brenden Dassey, who was an 
accomplice with his uncle Steven Avery for the rape and murder as well as the mutilation of 
Teresa Halbach.  
The major question that arose in the case was whether the confession of Brenden Dassey was 
coerced or true. Dassey was interrogated for four times over the 48 hours period and the tape of 
the same was provided to the Supreme Court showcased, where the investigators are giving the 
facts of the case to Dassey, which he doesn’t appear to know.  
As per attorney Laura Nirider from Northwestern Pritzker School of Law’s Center on Wrongful 
Convictions of Youth, the interrogation video of Dassey showcases a boy being manipulated by 
experienced police officers to accept the guilt of the murder.  
The Wisconsin Court of Appeals upheld Dassey’s conviction stating that the interrogation was 
excessively coercive. Dassey had gone through his Miranda Rights32 before the interrogation and 
his mother consented to the interview. The interrogation took place without Dassey’s lawyer 
because he wasn’t assigned any lawyer at that time. 
The appeal was ruled in Dassey’s favour at the federal court but the full appeal was overturned in 
the panel discussion. Judge David Hamilton stated that “Dassey spoke with the interrogators freely, after 
receiving and understanding Miranda warnings, and with his mother’s consent; the interrogation took place in a 
comfortable setting, without any physical coercion or intimidation, without even raised voices, and over a relatively 
brief time. Dassey provided many of the most damning details himself in response to open-ended questions”. 
At the trial in the Supreme Court, Dassey was represented by Seth Waxman, a former U.S. 
Solicitor General. He represented former prosecutors and psychologists who clearly stated that 
the confession was coerced and the juvenile was easily manipulated by the authorities. 
The court held that the circumstances of this case are the one given greater consideration and 
denied the fact that investigators fed the information of the case to Dassey.33 

                                                             
31AIR (2017); “FindLaw's United States Seventh Circuit Case and Opinions.” (Findlaw) 
<https://caselaw.findlaw.com/us-7th-circuit/1882179.html> accessed September 30, 2019. 
32“What Are Your Miranda Rights?” (Miranda Warning) 
<http://www.mirandawarning.org/whatareyourmirandarights.html> accessed October 1, 2019. 
33Barnes R, “Supreme Court Won't Hear the Case of Brendan Dassey, Sentenced to Life as a Teen and Featured in 
'Making a Murderer'” (The Washington PostJune 25, 2018) 
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2. The Central Park Jogger Case34 

 

In this case, five teenage boys namely Kevin Richardson (14), Raymon Santana (14), Antron 
McCray (15), Yusef Salaam (15) and Korey Wise (16), were found guilty in rape and assault of 28 
year old Trisha Meili.  
All five boys confessed to the crime after hours of interrogation without the presence of any 
lawyer and being deprived from food and sleep. They were convicted, even though the 
confession of all five boys didn’t collaborate with each other and with the crime. The DNA 
evidence was also inconsistent with the boys.  
The four boys namely Yusef Salaam, Kevin Richardson, Antron McCray and Raymond Santana - 
each spent about seven years in prison while the fifth, Korey Wise, spent 13 years behind bars.35 
In 2002, a man came forward and confessed to the crime and DNA evidence from the crime 
matched to his. The five men were released and in 2014, they reached a settlement of $41 million 
dollars with the city.36 
 

A. UK 

1. The Murder of Lesley Molseed37 

 

                                                                                                                                                                                             
<https://www.washingtonpost.com/politics/courts_law/supreme-court-wont-hear-the-case-of-brendan-dassey-a-
teen-sentenced-to-life-and-featured-in-making-a-murderer/2018/06/25/6f97336e-787c-11e8-93cc-
6d3beccdd7a3_story.html> accessed October 1, 2019. 
34AIR (1989);“Central Park Five: The True Story behind When They See Us” (BBC NewsJune 12, 2019) 
<https://www.bbc.com/news/newsbeat-48609693> accessed October 1, 2019. 
35Ibid. 
36Dwyer J, “The True Story of How a City in Fear Brutalized the Central Park Five” (The New York TimesMay 30, 
2019) <https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/30/arts/television/when-they-see-us-real-story.html> accessed 
October 1, 2019. 
37Siddique H, “Timeline: Lesley Molseed Murder” (The GuardianNovember 12, 2007) 
<https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2007/nov/12/ukcrime.haroonsiddique1> accessed October 1, 2019. 
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In this case, Stephen Kiszoko, an intellectual disabled man was wrongfully convicted for the 
sexual assault and murder of Lesley Molseed, and served 17 years in prison before the conviction 
was overturned.  
 
Due to his mental disability, Kiszoko confessed to the offence but was later proven innocent by 
the evidence. This case is known as ‘The Worst Miscarriage of Justice’. The evidence which 
proves the innocence of Kiszko was suppressed by three members of the investigating team at 
the time of Kiszoko trial. The three members were initially charged for the miscarriage of the 
justice in 1993 but were dropped later on.38 
Later in 2006, Ronald Castree’s DNA matched the DNA evidence found at the crime scene, 
which led to his arrest and sentencing to life imprisonment.39 

 

2. Murder of Teresa De Simone40 

 

This was a classic case of voluntary false confession. Sean Hodgson was convicted for the 
murder of Teresa De Simone because of his confession to the police, but he pleaded ‘not guilty’ 
in the court. The personality of Hodgson in real life, 
 i.e., of a compulsive liar cost him 27 years of imprisonment.41 After 27 years of serving in 
prison, he was released by the Court of Appeal, based on the result of advanced DNA analysis 
which proved his innocence.42 

                                                             
38“Suspects Confess to Crimes They Didn't Commit - Here's Why” (Napier) <https://www.napier.ac.uk/about-
us/news/suspects-confess-to-crimes-they-didnt-commit-heres-why> accessed October 1, 2019. 
39“Murder of Lesley Molseed” (WikipediaSeptember 26, 2019) 
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murder_of_Lesley_Molseed> accessed October 1, 2019. 
40AIR (2009); “Miscarriage of Justice: The Murder of Teresa De Simone” (Absolute Crime) 
<http://www.absolutecrime.com/miscarriage-of-justice-the-murder-of-teresa-de-simone.html#.XZM38S4zZrQ> 
accessed October 1, 2019. 
41Addley E, “Police Finally Name Teresa De Simone's Real Killer” (The GuardianSeptember 17, 2009) 
<https://www.theguardian.com/uk/2009/sep/17/teresa-de-simone-killer-identified> accessed October 1, 2019. 
42Ibid. 
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A. Canada 

1. The Murder of Leopold Roy43 

 

On August 9th, 1967, Leopold Roy was stabbed to death by an unidentified attacker. His wife, 
Mildred, described the attacker to the Ottawa Police, which led to the lineup of twin brothers 
Romeo and Donald Phillion. Since Donald has a solid alibi he was released; Mildred was unable 
to fully identify Romeo as the attacker and so Romeo was released.44 
In 1972, Romeo was arrested for an armed robbery of a taxi driver; during his interrogation 
Romeo confessed to the murder of Leopold Roy. He was charged and found guilty for the 
murder and was sentenced to life in prision.  
After 20 years of his serving, he was released from the charges through the Innocence Project at 
Osgoode Hall Law School, based on the investigation report which provided Romeo a solid alibi 
and confirmed his innocence.  
The reason behind his voluntary false confession has been explained by Dr.Gudjonsson as to be 
motivated to seek attention and not being able to distinguish between fact and fantasy.45 
 

2. The Murder of Brigitte Grenier46 

 

This is one of the cases where the Canadian technique which was also known as ‘Mr.Big’ was 
used. Kyle Unger was charged for the murder of Brigitte Grenier and was sentenced to life in 
prison due to his confession to an undercover police officer under Mr.Big operation.  
Unger who after serving 14 years in prison and was granted bail after it, was found not guilty of 
the murder charges based on the hair microscopy comparison evidence. It was believed that 
Unger confessed in the Mr. Big operation because of greed, fear and violence. The promise of 

                                                             
43“Romeo Phillion Case” (Romeo Phillion Case | The Canadian Encyclopedia) 
<https://www.thecanadianencyclopedia.ca/en/article/romeo-phillion-case> accessed October 1, 2019. 
44Ibid. 
45“Romeo Phillion” (Innocence Canada) <https://www.innocencecanada.com/exonerations/romeo-phillion/> 
accessed October 1, 2019. 
46Ibid. 
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money, power and friendship made to him by the undercover officer lead him to confess for a 
murder which he didn’t participate in.47 
 
 

A. India 

1. Kotkhai Rape and Murder Case48 

 

This case showcased the extent of the brutality that police officers go through to get a 
confession. Five innocent men namely Deepak, Rajender, Suraj, Subhash and Lokjan were 
charged for rape and murder offence in Kothkai, Shimla. 
The third degree torture faced by them was only to extract confession from them. The torture 
lead to the custodial death of Suraj. The 8 police officers fabricated the evidence and registered a 
false case against Rajender to kill Suraj inside the lockup.49 
The polygraph test, brain mapping and narco-analysis test that were conducted at the Directorate 
of Forensic Science on these accused, resulted in them being innocent and falsely accused of the 
crime.50They never confessed to the crime, since they were innocent. Thus, this case showcases 
the involvement of officials to take out a false confession from an innocent. 
 

2. Aher Raja Khima Case51 

 

                                                             
47“Kyle Unger” (Innocence Canada) <https://www.innocencecanada.com/exonerations/kyle-unger/> accessed 
October 1, 2019. 
48(Zahur Haidar Zaidi vs Central Bureau Of Investigation on 19 January, 2018) 
<https://indiankanoon.org/doc/74982440/> accessed October 2, 2019. 
49Tribune News Service, “Police Brutalities, False Confessions in CBI Chargesheet” (Tribuneindia News 
ServiceDecember 7, 2017) <https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/himachal/police-brutalities-false-confessions-in-
cbi-chargesheet/509195.html> accessed October 2, 2019. 
50Press Trust of India, “Custodial Death in Kotkhai Rape Case: SC Transfers Case from Shimla to Chandigarh” 
(Business StandardMay 7, 2019) <https://www.business-standard.com/article/pti-stories/custodial-death-in-kotkhai-
rape-case-sc-transfers-case-from-shimla-to-chandigarh-119050700726_1.html> accessed October 2, 2019. 
51(Aher Raja Khima vs The State Of Saurashtra on 22 December, 1955) <https://indiankanoon.org/doc/718964/> 
accessed October 2, 2019. 
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This is another case of official brutality to get a confession from an innocent person. The 
appellant of the case stated that the confession taken from him was a result of ‘frightening of 
beating’ by the police officer. 
As a result, he confessed to the crime he didn’t commit. Later at the trial, in front of the 
Committing Court, he stated the confession is false and was done out of fear. The Court further 
investigated the matter and found the appellant not guilty of the crime and was released from all 
the charges.52 
 

IX. CONCLUSION 

 

False confession has been recognized globally as an issue. The miscarriage of justice continues 
till this day, even through the strident process described in codified law to get an admissible 
confession. The voluntary false confession to get famous and seek attention isn’t the fault of the 
authority, if only other evidences were given the same importance as per the confession in the 
case. The coercive method used by authority to gain confession is the miscarriage of justice and 
misuse of the power assigned to them.  Gaining a confession for the crime is an essential 
element to get a conviction but the existence of false confession shows how much importance 
should be given to precious evidences like DNA analysis, hair microscopy comparison, etc. The 
precious evidence will help to evaluate the confession of its true nature. Sometimes the unskilled 
authority during interrogation feeds the information to the suspect; this sometimes leads the 
suspect to falsely confess because they want to overcome the process of confession and are able 
to collaborate with the confession with the information provided to them by the authority. It is 
necessary to understand the psychological aspect of the suspect at the time of interrogation.  
Sleep deprivation, mental illness, fear, etc plays a role in getting a false confession. Even though 
the procedure is being fully followed, these psychological aspects let the miscarriage of justice 
happen. Though the confessions are now being recorded and taped, and the chances of 
miscarriage of justice are low, yet the behind the scene of the recorded tape isn’t known. The 
possibility of the coerced confession is almost high to get a valid confession. It should be noted 
that all the evidence plays an equal role in a crime. The more precious is the evidence, the more 
there are chances of serving justice. The consistency must be noted between all the evidence and 

                                                             
52“Aher Raja Khima v. State Of Saurashtra .” (CaseMine) 
<https://www.casemine.com/judgement/in/5609aaf4e4b014971140b53c> accessed October 2, 2019. 
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the confession. It has been said that “Justice consists not in being neutral between right and wrong, but in 
finding out the right and not upholding it, wherever found against the wrong”. This quote itself states that 
justice is about finding the right and to sustain with it. Justice can only be considered as served 
when an innocent doesn’t land behind bars, especially if they have been coerced to confess a 
crime they didn’t participate in.  “Ignorance allied with power is the more ferocious enemy justice can have”. 
As long as this kind of ignorance continues, miscarriage of justice will also continue along with 
it. 
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